ORA Forum:
The ORA Forum was set up for the RDF/RP/CSO community. We want to encourage communication
with fellow Oppo’s from the R.A.N and other Navies. We are not in opposition to Facebook but, we
wish to be another platform for communication.
Our Rules:
Be Kind and Courteous
We're all in this together to create a welcoming environment. Let's treat everyone with respect.
Healthy debates are natural, but kindness is required.
No Hate Posts or Bullying
Make sure everyone feels safe. Bullying of any kind isn't allowed, and degrading comments about
things like race, religion, culture, sexual orientation, gender or identity will not be tolerated.
Spam
Spam and the relevant links aren't allowed.
Respect Everyone's Privacy
Being part of the ORA Forum requires mutual trust. Authentic, expressive discussions make forums
popular, but may also be sensitive and private. What's shared in our forum should stay in the forum.
Further Information:
It is a place to keep in touch with and re-discover old Oppo’s, maybe find some new ones. Don’t
forget to let your friends know about the forum and how to join, have a laugh at each other and
yourself, put some photo's on that may be of common interest. If you are going to Invite a friend to join
the forum then please " ASK THEM FIRST". Personal attacks or abuse by a member against any
other member will NOT be tolerated, If a post offends you please message or email the Administrator
or Moderators.
Eligibility to Enter:
You must be a serving or ex serving member of the Royal Australian Navy or other Navies, who have
completed a Radio Direction Find (RDF), Radar Plotters (RP), or Combat Systems Operators (CSO),
basic course or any equivalent course. Former Special Duty Plot Radar (SDPR) Operations Room
Officer(ORO) Principle Warfare Officer (PWO(D)) Direction Officer (D) and Air Intercept
Controllers(AIC) having served in Naval Ops Rooms billets or in training and support roles of naval
Ops Rooms. Further clarification on this please email the webmaster.
Before you Enter the Forum:
Important note: You will need to Register anew…The Forum has completely different sign in codes
to the Members Area.
On Entering:
Please update the Biography section with your Rank and Rate on discharge. By also including your
time served in pussers, may be helpful to others to identify you more accurately.
Regards,
Bill Furey – Administrator.

To Join us Please click on the link below and have some fun:
By accessing the forum, you agree to the above rules.
https://opsroomassociation.activeboard.com

